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1. Purpose of Contractor Information Handbook
This handbook aims to ensure that the contractors (and their employees) engaged by VicForests
have an understanding of VicForests’ operating environment. The handbook will be updated
periodically and distributed to all contractors, who must sign the Contractor Acknowledgement
Sheet, once they have read and understood all sections. To this end, the handbook addresses:
 The structure and business of VicForests
 VicForests’ external and internal regulatory framework
 VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System and its requirements
 Occupational Health and Safety requirements
 Information for Contractors

2. What Does VicForests Do?
VicForests was established as an outcome of the Victorian Government's Our Forests Our Future
policy and commenced operations on 1 August 2004 as a state-owned business established under
the State Owned Enterprises Act 1992.
VicForests is responsible for the sustainable harvest and commercial sale of Victoria’s valued
native State Forest timber. Other key functions include the regeneration of harvested coupes and
roadworks. Within strictly sustainable limits, VicForests’ role is to maximise the long-term
economic returns to Victoria.
Approximately 0.1% of Victoria’s State forest is available and suitable for harvesting each year,
allocated after the State’s sustainability and biodiversity assessment. This allows for sufficient highconservation areas to be protected, with no more than one-fifth of our public forests ever to be
harvested, and for up to 80 to 100 years to pass between final harvests of the allocated areas.
To this end, VicForests:
 Prepares 5-year timber release plans to manage the sustainable harvest and supply of
timber that is available to the State’s timber industry under the government’s 15-year
Allocation Order.
 Maintains a Sustainable Forest Management System which meets the criteria of the
Australian Forestry Standard and promotes the application and review of the highest
standards for forest management practices through a process of continual improvement.
 Manages open and competitive sales systems for State Forest timber resources.
 Manages the mill door sales delivery of timber to its customers with the aim of providing an
improved market place for timber sales, efficient harvest and haul arrangements and
improved forest value recovery.
 Manages competitive tenders for harvest and haul to ensure ongoing commercial
arrangements for contracting services are conducted in a fair and transparent manner.
 Regeneration of harvested coupes.
 Associated management activities including roadworks.
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3. VicForests’ Vision, Purpose and Values
Our Vision: To be a leader in a sustainable Victorian timber industry.
Our Purpose: To build a responsible business that generates the best community value from the
commercial management of Victoria’s State forests.
Our Values:
Professional - We operate in an ethical, efficient and accountable manner
Sustainable - We respect and care for our environment and the communities in which we operate
Safe - We aim for zero harm in all that we do
Customer focussed - We are responsible in our commercial dealings

4. VicForests’ Structure and Operational Staff Responsibilities
4.1

VicForests’ Organisation Chart – Executive Division

(as at 1 September 2013)

4.2

Field Organisation

The VicForests CEO and Directors (with the exception of the Director, Operations) are located in
the Corporate Support Office in Melbourne. VicForests operates in two regions across eastern
Victoria shown on the following map of regions and office locations.
The East Gippsland regional office is located at Orbost and the Central Highlands regional office is
located at Healesville.
Each region is managed by a number of key support staff namely Product Delivery Manager,
Operations Manager, and Operational Planning Manager and is overseen by the Director
Operations.
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4.3

VicForests’ Operational Staff Responsibilities















4.3.1 Manager Operations
Ensures all harvest, roading, and regeneration operations are conducted in a safe manner
within environmental guidelines.
Primary contact for harvest, roading, and regeneration contractors on contractual matters.
Responsible for harvest contractor rate structures, reviews and any rate negotiations.
Responsible for coordination and application of harvest contractor performance data.
Lead VicForests’ harvesting, roading, and regeneration teams.
Responsible for the management of contracts and contractor performance.
4.3.2 Senior Forester Harvesting
Responsible for all VicForests’ harvesting staff and activities within one or more Forest
Management Areas (FMAs).
Responsible for ensuring that all activities performed by staff are in compliance with the
VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System.
Determines coupe difficulty and appropriate related rates.
Coordinates the capture of contractor performance data for reporting to the Operations
Manager.
First point of escalation for customers over log presentation and grading disputes.
Monitors the quality of all harvesting operations undertaken within the local area.
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4.3.3 Forester Harvesting
Marks coupes to be harvested
Explains details of coupe plan to contractor.
First point of contact for the contractor regarding coupe issues.
Day to day supervision of harvesting contractors.
Completion of coupe monitoring records.
Signs contractor out of coupe.
Responsible for addressing contractor non-compliance issues when and where appropriate.
First point of contact for customers over log presentation and grading disputes.
4.3.4 Senior Forester Regeneration and Forester Regeneration
Responsible for all VicForests’ regeneration staff and activities across a region.
Responsible for ensuring that all regeneration activities performed by staff are compliant
with the VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System.
Manage and coordinate Expressions of Interest and Tenders in line with VicForests
procurement guidelines for regeneration activities.
Coordinates and manages contracts (regeneration surveys, seed collection, seed
extraction, rough heaping, seed sowing, fire-trailing, planting, seedling propagation, fire etc)
Manage the delivery of the regeneration burn program.
Coordinates the capture of contractor performance data for reporting to the Operations
Manager.
Monitors the quality of all regeneration operations undertaken within a region.
Monitor compliance with relevant OH&S on all regeneration operations.
Manage coupe completion and hand back program.



4.3.5 Senior Forester Roading and Forester Roading
Responsible for all VicForests’ roading staff and activities across a region.
Responsible for ensuring that all roading activities performed by staff are compliant with the
VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System.
Coordinates and manages roading contracts.
Liaises with DEPI regarding management of the DEPI Toll network, VicRoads and Shires
with regard to their interface to forest roads.
Coordinates the capture of contractor performance data for reporting to the Operations
Manager.
Monitors the quality of all roading operations undertaken within a region.









4.3.6 Product Delivery Manager
Responsible for VicForests’ Delivery team staff and activities.
Ensures all deliveries are conducted in a safe and legal manner.
Primary contact for haulage contractors on contractual matters.
Primary contact for customers on contractual matters.
Responsible for haulage contractor rate structures, reviews and any rate negotiations.
Responsible for customer invoices and contractor RCTIs.
Responsible for coordination and application of haulage contractor performance data.







4.3.7 Customer Service Manager
 Works with customers to manage timber demand.
 Monitors delivery performance against customer volume targets by species and grade.
 Manages product specifications.
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4.3.8 Woodflow Scheduler
 Responsible for the production and distribution of the monthly plan to harvest and haul
contractors.
 Monitors contractor delivery performance against volume targets.
4.3.9 Contract Administrator
 The first point of contact for contractor queries regarding harvest and haul payments.
 Provision of coupe rates.
 Maintains coupe details relating to contractor rates.

5. VicForests’ Relationship with Department of Environment and Primary
Industries (DEPI)
DEPI has the following responsibilities:
 Act as the public land manager
 Manage part of the permanent road network
 Develop Management Procedures and strategic and land use plans
 Manage Biodiversity, Recreation Sites and other forest values
 Undertake audits of VicForests on behalf of the Secretary and in line with the Forest Audit
Program
 Report to Minister on VicForests’ performance in relation to sustainability indicators
 Manage fire prevention and suppression activities on public land
 Manage Forest Protestor response
 Issue Timber Harvesting Operator Licences
 Some responsibilities under the OH&S Act in relation to the management or control of the
workplace

6. VicForests’ Regulatory Environment
Like any other organisation, VicForests must comply with all relevant legislation and Codes of
Practice. The key legislation relevant to VicForests is:

6.1

Forests Act 1958

VicForests is impacted on by the powers of the DEPI Secretary to:
 Protect State forests;
 Construct and maintain roads for transport of timber resources;
 Temporarily or permanently close roads;
 Prepare and implement plans for control, maintenance, improvement, protection from
damage by fire or otherwise and removal of forest produce;
 Use fire on public lands including entering into agreements with others to prevent and
suppress fires.

6.2

Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004

This Act:
 Allowed for the creation of VicForests;
 Provides the framework for the sustainable forest management and sustainable timber
harvesting of the State forests of Victoria;
 Provides for the Allocation Order which is the mechanism for VicForests to be vested timber
resources, which it can then harvest and sell.
 Provides for VicForests to prepare Timber Release Plans (TRPs) to identify coupes planned
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6.3

for harvesting over the next five years;
Requires VicForests to comply with the Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production;
Gives the Minister for the Environment the authority to conduct audits of compliance with
the Code by VicForests and to publish the results of such audits;
Provides for DEPI and VicForests to enter into an agreement on arrangements relating to
the prevention and suppression of fire.

The Code of Practice for Timber Production 2007

The Code establishes statewide goals for environmental care for all commercial timber production
activities in State forest and provides guidelines for the achievement of these goals. The purpose of
the Code is to provide direction and guidance to forest managers and operators to deliver sound
environmental performance when undertaking commercial timber harvesting. The Code aims to:
 Permit an economically viable, internationally competitive, sustainable timber industry;
 Be compatible with the conservation of a wide range of environmental, social and cultural
values associated with timber production forests;
 Provide for the ecologically sustainable management of native forests proposed for
continuous timber production;
 Enhance public confidence in the management of Victoria’s forests and plantations for
timber production.
The current Code was published in March 2007 in accordance with section 55 of the Conservation
Forests and Lands Act 1987.

6.4

OH&S Act 2004

The key OH&S legislation in Victoria is the Occupational Health & Safety Act 2004. Key Principles
of the OH&S Act which employers, employees and the WorkSafe authority should note are:
 All people should be given the highest level of protection against risks to their health and
safety that is reasonably practicable in the circumstances;
 Any person who manages, owns or controls workplaces is responsible for eliminating or
reducing those risks as far as practicable;
 Employers and self employed persons should be proactive and take reasonably practicable
measures to ensure health and safety;
 Employers and employees should exchange information and ideas about risks to health and
safety and the measures that can be taken to eliminate or reduce those risks;
 Employees are entitled and should be encouraged to be represented on health and safety
issues.
The Act requires that risks to health and safety be eliminated as far as is reasonably practicable.
Where it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate the risks, the risk must be reduced as far as is
reasonably practicable. The Act requires that VicForests (as the employer) has the same duty to
contractors as it has to its direct employees, but only for matters over which VicForests has, or
should have, control.
The OH&S Act also allows for the creation of Regulations. The OH&S Regulations 2007 cover the
following issues that may relate to the activities of VicForests and its contractors:
 Issue Resolution
 Manual Handling
 Noise
 Prevention of Falls
 Plant
 Hazardous Substances
 Construction (Including roads and landings)
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6.5

Road Safety Act 1986

This Act aims to provide safe, efficient and equitable road use and to set out the general
obligations of road users in relation to responsible road use. It has particular requirements with
regards to the use of Heavy Vehicles mainly in the areas of chain of responsibility, legal mass, load
dimension and load restraint requirements which must all be adhered.
Under the chain of responsibility there is a duty on all parties in relation to fatigue and speed
management with the key principles being to ensure that all reasonable steps are taken, and
business practices do not contribute to the driver:
• driving while impaired by fatigue; or
• driving while in breach of the driver’s work/rest hours option; or
• driving in breach of another law to avoid driving while impaired by fatigue or while
in breach of the driver’s work/rest hours option.
• to exceed a speed limit.
The Act also states the responsibilities in relation to ensuring that a driver complies with the
requirements for recording time.

6.6

Allocation Order

Under the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004, the Allocation Order is the mechanism for
VicForests to be vested timber resources, which it can then harvest and sell. It describes the area
of forest stands available to VicForests over the next 15 years (divided into three periods of 5
years). The Allocation Order specifies forest stands where VicForests can conduct commercial
harvesting activities including sawlog and residual log harvesting and thinning. The order also
specifies the other activities that VicForests can conduct including construction of access roads,
site rehabilitation and regeneration works including the construction of fire trails outside the defined
areas

6.7

Timber Release Plan (TRP)

Under the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004, a TRP is required to be prepared by VicForests
and lists the coupes that are planned to be harvested over a 5 year period, in accordance with the
area of forest stands allocated to VicForests by the Allocation Order. The TRP also indicates the
location of access roads to the coupes for the next five years. The Secretary of DEPI approves the
TRP and a notice is published in the government gazette. On approval, the timber resources
identified within the TRP are vested in VicForests. No harvesting can be undertaken outside an
approved TRP coupe.

7. Forest Certification
Certification provides consumers with a guarantee that the wood products they buy come from
sustainable forestry practices. It confirms that the timber used to make those products comes from
sustainably managed forests using operations that comply with independently assessed, global
benchmarks.
There are two major certification schemes worldwide: the Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC) and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
VicForests' operations are certified under the nationally endorsed Australian Forestry Standard
(AFS) which has been specifically developed for Australia’s forests and is internationally
recognised by the PEFC – the world’s largest forest certification scheme. VicForests is also in the
process of actively seeking Forest Stewarship Council (FSC) certification in order to support our
customer’s marketing opportunities.
Certification promotes the marketability of our customer’s products and benefits our business as a
whole. Achieving and maintaining certification is highly dependant on the performance of all
contractors..
VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management Policy and Sustainable Forest
Management System were developed in order to create an environment that ensures the
requirements for certification are met.
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8. VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management Policy
VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management Policy (Attachment 1) covers all forestry operations
undertaken by or on behalf of VicForests and promotes the adoption of the highest standards for
forest management practices through a process of continual improvement.
Under this policy, VicForests will:
 Maintain a sustainable forest management system compatible with the Australian Forestry
Standard (AS 4708).
 Actively work towards implementing Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Principles and
Criteria.
 Comply with relevant Federal and State environmental and forest management legislation
and policies.
 Develop appropriate objectives and targets to set direction and track progress of its aim to
operate in a sustainable manner.
 Regularly monitor, audit, review and report on its forest management performance.
 Encourage innovation, creativity and knowledge for continued improvement of its
environmental performance and operational efficiency.
 Manage our operations in an environmentally responsible manner.
 Regenerate all areas harvested.
 Actively engage with stakeholders, customers, contractors and neighbours and consider
their views in VicForests’ forest management activities.
 Recognise and respect cultural heritage values and traditional owner rights.
 Undertake activities in a socially responsible manner that respects the diverse social and
cultural values of stakeholders, neighbours and staff.
 Work closely with employees, contractors, customers and other stakeholders to develop
and implement agreed sustainable forest management initiatives.
 Provide education and training to staff and contractors to assist in the continual
improvement of its forest operations.
 Assist DEPI with its forest fire suppression role.

8.1

VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System (SFMS)

To demonstrate a high standard of performance, VicForests developed a Sustainable Forest
Management System. A key part of the’ SFMS is the ‘plan, do, check and review’ process to
ensure VicForests’ staff and contractors achieve continual improvement in all operations. Therefore
VicForests will plan operations, including coupes, and will monitor the work of contractors and
compliance with plans.
VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System is audited against the Australian Forestry
Standard by an independent third party auditor every six months. During these audits, the auditor
may decide to interview contractors regarding their understanding of the Utilisation Procedures, the
Coupe Plan and any issues associated with a particular operation. The purpose of interviewing
contractors is to determine whether contractors operating on VicForests’ behalf understand the
plans and work procedures provided to them by VicForests,

8.2

Corrective Action Incident Report (CAIR)

In order to ensure that incidents and areas for performance improvement are identified, assessed
and resolved in a consistent, systematic and coordinated fashion, VicForests implements a
Corrective Action and Incident Report (CAIR) process. This process applies to all aspects of
VicForests’ business. A CAIR is generated for OH&S and environmental incidents, and identifies
opportunities for improvement across all areas of VicForests’ business.
The Operations Manager and the Delivery Manager are responsible for the application of the CAIR
system and to ensure that the processes are followed through. The aim of the CAIR process is
continuous improvement of all aspects of VicForests’ behaviour and management procedures.
Every emergency response issue or significant contractor breach will generate a CAIR.
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9. Agreements
VicForests engages contractors for various services including harvesting, haulage, roading,
silviculture and log storage site operations. The terms and conditions governing the provision of
the services are formally documented in an Agreement between VicForests and the Contractor.

10. VicForests’ Utilisation Procedures
VicForests has produced Utilisation Procedures which set out the environmental and operational
requirements which must be followed for all ‘commercial harvesting’ managed by VicForests. The
term ‘commercial harvesting’ includes:
 collecting seed for regeneration purposes; and
 constructing, improving and maintaining roads (including rock quarries, borrow pits and fill
disposal areas); and
 any harvesting or haulage operation; and
 transporting machinery to and from a coupe; and
 operating machinery within a coupe; and
 rehabilitating a coupe; and
 operating a log storage yard.
Besides the service Agreement, the Utilisation Procedures are the major source of governance
from VicForests to contractors. They will be amended from time to time between major revisions.
The latest version of the Utilisation Procedures MUST be available on site at all times.
The procedures include, but are not limited to operating rules in relation to:
 Harvesting Obligations
 Coupe Boundaries
 Excluded Areas
 Harvesting Requirements
 Thinning Requirements
 Extraction (Snig And Forwarding) Tracks Within Coupes
 Loading Bays
 Landings
 Road Construction And Maintenance
 Quarries, Borrow Pits And Fill Disposal Areas
 Preparation And Measurement Of Logs
 Grading Logs
 Using The Hardwood Log Grading Card
 Pulpwood Specifications
 Grading Interpretations
 Off Specification Timber
 Carting Logs
 Log Storage Yards
 Weather Restrictions
 Fire Protection
 Storing And Using Fuel And Servicing Machinery
 Camp Sites, Waste Disposal And Forest Hygiene
 Completion Of Commercial Harvesting
 Contractor Performance
 Salvage Prescriptions
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11. Environmental and Cultural Protection
11.1 Environmental Emergencies
Any contractor who becomes aware of an environmental emergency must take immediate action to
limit any damage that has or could occur provided it is safe to do so. In all circumstances, health
and safety has priority over environmental factors. Potential environmental emergencies may
include, but are not limited to:
 The harvest of protected areas such as National Park
 Damage to a cultural heritage site of significance
 Significant chemical or fuel spill occurs
 Landslip into watercourse
In the case of an environmental emergency, the following principles must be followed:
1. Act immediately to control the incident
2. Minimise the effect of the emergency on the environment
3. Stop working in the vicinity of the incident.
4. Contact your relevant VicForests’ supervisor immediately.

11.2 Protecting Natural and Cultural Values
Most of the activities undertaken by contractors on behalf of VicForests have the potential to impact
on the environment in some way. Contractors play a key role in the protection of natural or cultural
values found on a coupe. This is primarily achieved through the careful implementation of
VicForests’ Utilisation Procedures and Coupe Plan. Contractors can also assist VicForests in
fulfilling its environmental requirements by notifying VicForests’ staff of natural or cultural values
that have not previously been identified on the coupe, protecting the site from disturbance and
making a record in the coupe diary.
Other areas in which contractors contribute to protecting the environment include:
 When required, washing down machines to prevent contaminated soil or weeds from
spreading
 Ensuring proper bunding around fuel trailers, and following procedures should a spillage
occur
 Operating in accordance with fire restrictions
 Carting in accordance with any restrictions
 Operating in accordance with the Code of Behaviour to minimise impacts on other forest or
road users or local communities.
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11.3 Identifying Indigenous Sites or Artefacts
If you find anything like this, stop harvesting and contact your VicForests’ supervisor immediately.
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12. OH&S
VicForests recognises its Health & Safety obligations, both moral and legal, and is committed to
providing a safe and healthy working environment for its employees, contractors, suppliers,
customers and other visitors who may enter the work area. VicForests is committed to the
prevention of all work related injuries and illnesses by the creation and maintenance of a safe and
healthy work environment and safe systems of work. VicForests’ OH&S and Safety Management
System adopts a continuous improvement philosophy (refer Attachment 2).

12.1 Obligation of Parties









VicForests and their contractors have a shared responsibility for Health and Safety.
VicForests will provide and maintain a working environment that is safe and without risks to
health, as far as is reasonably practicable.
All parties must be aware of their duty of care obligations and to work safely, for their own
benefit and that of their fellow workers.
All contractors must cooperate with any actions taken by VicForests to comply with the Act
and Regulations.
The contractor must comply with the OH&S Act 2004.
VicForests through its contractual arrangement with the contractor must monitor the
contractor’s safety performance, on a regular basis, and ensure that corrective action is
implemented when necessary.
The Chain of Custody principles under the Road Safety Act 1986 extend the responsibility
for heavy vehicle safety to those who have control over the various steps in the process.

12.2 VicForests’ OH&S structures/committees
VicForests has given OH&S a high priority within the organisation with a statewide OH&S Manager
and defined OH&S responsibilities for all staff. In each of the two Regions the Operations Manager
(Harvesting, Roading, Silviculture), and the Product Delivery Manager (Haulage and Customers)
are the key Regional OH&S contacts who have the role of managing contractor OH&S issues
within the Region. In each district, the Senior Foresters (Harvesting, Roading, Silviculture) and the
Foresters (Harvesting, Roading, Silviculture) have the day to day operations role for OH&S.
Consultation with employees and contractors in the OH&S process is essential for the effective
implementation and the process of continuous improvement. To this end the following formal
consultative processes have been set up:
 Statewide OH&S committee
 VicForests’ Contractor OH&S Committee with representation from, VicForests and
contractors

12.3 Issue Resolution
VicForests have developed a comprehensive OH&S issue resolution process which applies to all
staff and contractors in VicForests’ workplaces (refer Attachment 3) The process is applicable to
any OH&S issue which occurs on a coupe. In the first instance contractors should raise the OH&S
issue with their supervising Forester. The supervising Forester should seek to find solutions at a
local level or the issue should be referred to the Regional Operations or Delivery Manager. If the
issue is not resolved at this point then it should follow the issue resolution process listed under
Disputes in the contract. Contractors may also raise the issue with the Regional Harvest and
Haulage OH&S Committee.
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12.4 Contractor Health & Safety Management System Requirements
All Contractors must have a written Health and Safety management system which meets the
legislative requirements. At a minimum the plan must cover:
 Company Policy statement
 Induction and training needs
 Hazard Identification and risk management
 Safe systems of Work
 Incident Reporting and investigation
 Emergency systems
 Operator PPE
 Other Safety equipment
 Fatigue management
 Hazard & Risk control for hand falling operations
 Load restraint
 Chain of Responsibility
 Drug and Alcohol Policy
 Audit process
 Process for review
VicForests will employ auditors to conduct management system and field audits of contractor
OH&S process and performance. The system audits will be conducted every two years and field
audits every year. A report will be provided to the contractor and VicForests following each audit
identifying good performance, areas for improvement and non-compliance. It is expected that
contractors will address any areas of non-conformance as a matter of urgency.
Contractor performance assessment may be impacted by poor audit responses and lack of incident
reporting.
The current harvest and haulage audit criteria are available on request to VicForests.

12.5 Chain of Responsibility Obligations
Under the “Chain of Responsibility” (COR) principle, all who exercise responsibility for actions or
inactions that affect compliance with laws are held legally accountable if they fail to discharge that
responsibility. VicForests’ COR obligations under heavy vehicle laws as a consignor and
responsible person encompass: mass, dimension and load restraint requirements, fatigue
management, vehicle safety and driver behaviour. To avoid prosecution under these laws a
“reasonable steps” defence must be established that considers the following actions:
 Compliance assurance conditions in contract
 Provision of information and training to employees
 Equipment and work systems to enable compliance
 Measures to address and remedy past compliance problems
 Registered Industry Codes of Practice.
As a result VicForests maintains a Compliance Register that contains contractor information in
relation to:
 Load restraint system compliance
 Driver licence status
 Fatigue management accreditation
 Mass management accreditation and truck/trailer configuration
 Breaches of load mass limits
 Vehicle or driver penalty or infringement notices
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12.6 Licensing/Accreditation Requirements
Contractors must ensure that all of their employees satisfy legal requirements to undertake specific
activities, perform work or operate equipment including:
 Licences
 Recognised Certificate of Competency/Accreditation for the particular task/machine type
 Timber Harvesting Operators Licence
 Construction Induction Accreditation (White Card) for all operators undertaking or
supervising roading or landing construction

12.7 Incident reporting
All notifiable incidents (as defined by section 37 and 38 of the Occupational Health & Safety Act
2004) must be verbally reported immediately it becomes known, to WorkCover and to
VicForests. Notification in writing is required to WorkSafe and VicForests within 48 hours. All
incidents (lost time or near miss) must be reported to VicForests and must be investigated.
VicForests must then be advised of any corrective action to be taken to prevent the recurrence of
the incident.
The goals of the investigation process are to:
 Identify the sequence of events leading up to the incident
 Identify the contributing factors
 Identify what could be done to prevent a similar incident in the future
 Determine the corrective action to be taken, the person responsible and the timelines for
implementation
 Ensure that statutory reporting requirements can be met
VicForests reserves the right to be part of the accident investigation process or to carry out its own
independent investigation. All incidents reported by the public will be investigated by VicForests.

12.8 Emergency procedures
The contractors Health and Safety plan must have documented emergency procedures to cover:
 Serious injury to personnel working in a remote area
 Vehicle accident in a remote area
 Fire
 Protestor or other unauthorised personnel in the workplace
 Environmental emergencies such as fuel spills
Visitors to a coupe will be advised of the relevant emergency procedures applicable to that coupe.
The contractor’s Health and Safety plan must also include methods for accounting for persons
working alone in remote areas eg truck drivers.
VicForests will handle all media contact in emergencies. Contractors should not talk with the
media regarding the details of emergencies in which they are involved.

12.9 Protestors and other unauthorised personnel
From time to time unauthorised personnel will enter a coupe, sometimes to protest against logging
operations. As part of a contractors Health and Safety plan, all visitors to a logging coupe need to
be inducted into the site by the logging team leader. Unauthorised personnel are often unaware of
the hazards associated with forest operations.
When unauthorised personnel enter a coupe:

• all activities must stop immediately; and
• the circumstances must be reported to your VicForests’ supervisor as quickly as possible.
Unauthorised personnel shall be requested to leave, but should not be engaged any further by
contractors. DEPI is the agency primarily responsible for managing protests in State Forests and
will manage them under an Incident Control Management System.
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12.10 Traffic management
Where coupes are adjacent to a road there are potentially off site dangers to the travelling public.
The risk is associated with trees or debris falling across the road or sliding downhill to the road. The
risk must be assessed prior to the commencement of harvesting/roading/regeneration operations
and following the risk assessment a traffic management plan will be developed. The traffic
management plan may require temporary road closures, which only DEPI has the authority to
approve. The requirement to close a road for a period during harvesting/roading/regeneration
operations should be planned well in advance to allow for public notification.

12.11 Alcohol and Drugs
All contractors engaged by VicForests are expected to have a policy in relation to the management
of alcohol and drugs in the workplace which aligns with VicForests’ policy.
Random alcohol and drug testing is conducted by VicForests. These tests will take place at work
sites. A VicForests contract manager or representative will accompany the collector. All visitors
should be inducted into worksites. They will be equipped with appropriate PPE.
All workers with ‘safety sensitive’ roles may be tested.
VicForests’ policy specifies the following general requirements:
The following circumstances are strictly prohibited:
a. The use, sale, supply, transfer or possession of prohibited drugs.
b. The use, sale, supply, transfer or possession of alcohol in the forest without senior
management permission.
c. Reporting to and undertaking work with a level of prohibited drug(s) in the staff member’s
system higher than the accepted international standard (AS/NZS 4308)
d. Reporting to and undertaking work with a blood alcohol level higher than that allowed to
legally drive a motor vehicle as defined by the Road Safety Act 1986.
e. Reporting to and undertaking work with a blood alcohol content greater than 0.00% for
safety-sensitive roles, including plant operation and use of chainsaws.
The circumstances above will be deemed to be serious misconduct and appropriate action will be
taken by VicForests.
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13. Codes of Behaviour – A Framework
It is important that VicForests and the contractors work together in a professional manner. The
parties agree to a Code of Behaviour which forms the basis of a professional working relationship.
Some of the key components of that Code are:
(i)
Building trust
 A recognition that trust in a working relationship is important and takes time to develop
 A commitment by the parties to work to build that trust
(ii)
Mutual respect
 A commitment to treat one another with respect, in a professional and courteous manner
 As part of this mutual respect, ensuring that disputes do not become personal and not
holding grudges, even when things get tough.
 A recognition that the parties have different roles and different constraints and that at times
there will be a need to “agree to disagree”
 Recognition that all parties have a business to run and that commercial viability is critical
and should be taken into consideration in decision making, where possible.
(iii)
Communications and Consultation
 A commitment by both parties to transparent and timely communication and consultation
 A commitment to “stand in the other parties boots” when there are decisions to be made,
so as to better understand the issues from the other parties perspective
 A commitment by VicForests to consult with contractors, in a timely way, on issues which
materially affect their businesses
 A recognition by contractors that at the end of the consultative process VicForests retain the
decision making power
(iv)
Performance
 A commitment by both parties to strive for better performance by accepting responsibility for
their own mistakes and learning from them
 A commitment to ensuring that contractor and VicForests’ performance measurement
processes are transparent and fair.
(v)
Working together
 A commitment to work together through mill the door sales processes recognising that there
is a significant learning curve for all parties
 Recognising the importance of supporting each other publicly, particularly when the industry
is under threat from “outside forces”.
A copy of the Code of Behaviour between VicForests and Harvest and Haulage Contractors is
available in Attachment 4 of this handbook.
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14. Information for Harvest Contractors
14.1 Annual and Monthly Plans
VicForests will supply each harvest contractor an Annual Plan. VicForests will supply the best
estimate of the quantities of Timber by yield and slope class from each Harvest Site proposed to be
harvested by the contractor for each month in a contract year.
VicForests will supply each harvest contractor a Monthly Plan which details the Monthly Quantity
scheduled by VicForests to be produced by the contractor in a month during the Annual Harvest
Period. The Plan will include details of the Harvest Sites, operational instructions, indicative
volume by grade and maximum volume by grade.

14.2 Coupe Plan
The coupe plan is prepared by VicForests to provide harvest contractors and VicForests’ staff a
detailed description of the coupe and any natural or cultural values identified on that coupe, the
intended harvesting and silvicultural regime and conditions under which the coupe must be
harvested. The coupe plan includes six sections:
 Coupe Description and Management
 Coupe Map(s) – Context and Operation
 Hazard Identification Process
 A schedule of Variations or Amendments from standard operating procedures
 Coupe Diary where all amendments and decisions relevant to the coupe are recorded; and
 A Harvesting commencement and Completion Declaration
The Harvesting Commencement section of the coupe plan is jointly signed by the contractor and
VicForests prior to any works commencing. When the contractor receives a jointly signed copy of
the Coupe Plan they are authorised to operate that coupe in compliance with the Coupe Plan and
the Utilisation Procedures.

14.3 Logging Team Leader’s Responsibilities




A contractor must designate a person who is a Licenced Timber Harvesting Operator to be
the Logging Team Leader (LTL).
The LTL is the primary contact in the field for VicForests.
The LTL obligations are stated in Section 3.2 of the Utilisation Procedures, however some
key responsibilities are as follows:
 The LTL must sign the coupe plan and the coupe clearance documents on behalf of the
contractor.
 The LTL receives all written communications and acknowledges entries made in the
diary by VicForests.
 The LTL is responsible as a loading manager under the Road Safety Act, and must
ensure that there are adequate facilities for drivers to rest, particularly if they must wait
more than 30 minutes to be loaded. They must ensure that loading and unloading of
vehicles will not cause, or contribute to causing, a truck driver to drive while impaired by
fatigue; or drive while in breach of his or her work/rest hours. They must also ensure that
the ‘departure time’ field on dockets are accurately completed. This is recorded
automatically for electronic dockets.
 Cooperate with monitoring, auditing and investigation activities conducted by or on behalf
of VicForests.
 Responsible for ensuring that operation is conducted safely as per their Safety
Management System.
 Responsible for ensuring production and delivery of grade and volume is consistent with
the monthly plan.
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14.4 Coupe Induction
Before VicForests and the contractor sign the Harvesting Commencement Declaration, the parties
must meet at the coupe and discuss:
 The Schedule of Variations, Amendments and Instructions
 The issues identified in the Hazard Identification Checklist
 The details of the coupe map
 Clarify issues of boundaries, boundary marking, coupe egress, retained areas and
protection of significant natural or cultural features.
When both parties have clarified all issues, they both sign the coupe plan, a copy is given to the
contractor and operations can commence. The details of the persons attending the coupe induction
and any issues arising are recorded in the coupe diary.

14.5 Coupe Diary
The Coupe Diary is part of the coupe plan. It is used to record significant events, coupe plan
amendments and decisions made during the process of harvesting the coupe. When an entry is
made by either party it is essential that it is signed by the person making the entry and co-signed
by the other party as an acknowledgment of their understanding of the detail of the entry. All
communications to the contractor and/or the logging team leader should be confirmed in written
form in the Coupe Diary. All instructions given to a contractor by a VicForests representative must
be recorded in the diary. Entries in the diary by any party must be countersigned by the other
party. The aim is to establish an effective trail of decision making.

14.6 Coupe Clearance
The Harvesting Completion Declaration is a formal document that is part of the coupe plan. It
acknowledges that the coupe has been completed to the standards set out in the Utilisation
Procedures and the coupe plan. The document is jointly signed by VicForests and the contractor.
When the coupe clearance is jointly signed the contractor has the authority to leave the coupe.

14.7 Loader Responsibilities
The Logging Team Leader is in control of the loading site and is responsible for ensuring that the
haulage contractor has been inducted to the site. Refer to the following Sections (under
Information for Haulage Contractors) for loader responsibilities:
 Loading Operations
 Loader Responsibilities
 Log Loading and Cartage Procedures
 Driver Responsibilities
 Night Haulage
 Lighting

14.8 Incoupe Roading
VicForests is responsible for access to coupes from the major network while contractors are
responsible for in-coupe roading as part of harvesting a coupe. VicForests may contribute to incoupe roading costs where the circumstances are “out of the ordinary”, for instance significant
stream crossing or excessive rock.
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14.9 Fire Obligations
Contractor obligations for Fire Prevention and Suppression are set out in the Contract and include
the following:
 The contractor must take all reasonably practical action to avoid the occurrence of,
suppress, control or fight any fire which may occur in or adjacent to the supply zone ;
 The contractor must comply with a direction of DEPI or an authorised officer to make
personnel (including employees and sub-contractors), plant or equipment available for the
purpose of suppressing, controlling or fighting any fire; and
 The contractor must comply with the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004, the Country
Fire Authority Act 1958 (Vic), the Forests (Fire Protection) Regulations 2004 (Vic) and any
other applicable Acts, Codes or Regulations in respect of the prevention and suppression of
fire or the protection of life and property from fire
 The contractor will be directly engaged by DEPI to suppress, control, or fight any fire and
accordingly DEPI will be responsible for reimbursement of all reasonable costs.
Fire Protection is set out within the Utilisation Procedures. In brief contractors will:
 Within a coupe, maintain all pre-existing roads and tracks for access for fire suppression
 Immediately report any fire which they start or detect
 Take reasonable precautions to prevent an outbreak of fire
 When directed by DEPI, make equipment or personnel available for fire suppression
 Have available and maintain fire fighting equipment on the coupe and in vehicles
 Take additional precautions with camp areas and equipment operation, particularly on days
of high Fire Danger Index (FDI).
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15. Information for Haulage Contractors
15.1 Annual and Monthly Plans
VicForests will supply each haulage contractor an Annual Plan. The plan provides the best
estimate of the quantities of Timber to be hauled by the contractor from each proposed Harvest
Site each month in a contract year to each delivery site.
VicForests will supply each haulage contractor a Monthly Plan which details the Monthly Quantity
scheduled by VicForests to be hauled by the contractor in a month during the Annual Haulage
Period. The Plan will include details of the Harvest Sites, Delivery Sites, and volume of timber by
grade, and one way distance. The Monthly Plan may also include route restrictions and locality
specific Codes of Behaviour.

15.2 Overloading
It is a condition of contract that contractors must comply with the Road Safety Act 1986 – with
particular reference to parts 10 and 11 (Provisions concerning breaches of Mass, Dimension and
Load Restraint Limits and Requirements) and the Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 1999.
VicForests’ policy is to not pay rates to the responsible contractor where the legal limit for the truck
is exceeded by 250kg. For loads passing a weighbridge the above will be calculated on actual
weighbridge readings. For loads sold by volume a volume to weight conversion will be used to
determine the level of overload. In cases of persistent overloading, VicForests will consider action
under the Suspension and Termination clause of the contract.

15.3 Log Loading and Cartage Procedures
The following VicForests’ requirements apply to haulage contractors:
 Before any duties are undertaken the Daily Truck Pre-Operational Check list must be
carried out.
 High visibility clothing & steel cap boots must be worn at all times.
 Hard hats must be worn when outside the cab of the vehicle.
 Take care whilst entering & egressing truck & loader cabins.
 Beware of slippery conditions.
 Always drive in a legal & safe manner.
 The Logging Team Leader is in control of the loading site and is responsible for ensuring
that the haulage contractor has been inducted to the site.
 Work must not commence if any person on the worksite has not been inducted

15.4 Loading Operations










Whilst loading is in progress no person will be within the work zone of the loader. It may be
agreed that the cab is a safe location, but if not in the truck cab then the driver (or any other
person at the landing) must stand in a designated area which is in clear view of the operator
away from the truck.
The chosen option made by the harvesting contractor after consultation with the truck
operator must be recorded on the Landing Hazard Identification Checks Sheet – Landing
Map area.
The cab must not be the designated area for the driver if logs are to be loaded over the
front of the cab.
The work zone for the loader is the maximum reach of its boom plus ½ log lengths. E.g. if
the log being loaded is 11m then all person’s on the landing should be at least 5.5m away
plus the swing radius of the loader.
When loading residual wood all persons including the truck driver must remain in the
agreed designated area.
The designated area for the driver, or other person/s at the landing, must be documented in
the Landing Hazard Identification Check List-Landing Map area.
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All personnel on site must comply with all reasonable direction of the loader operator whilst
loading is taking place
Radio communication must, where possible, be made available for the driver to
communicate with loader operator.
The driver (or any other person on the landing) and loader operator must, where possible,
maintain radio communication between each other.
If radio communications are not available for unforseen circumstances then oral or visual
communication must be established. The driver (or any other person on the landing) must
not approach a truck or loader whilst still operating.
Chain of Responsibility compliance must be adhered to at all times including the Best
Practice Guide for the Haulage of Timber in Log Form.

15.4.1 Loader Responsibilities
If at any stage the loader operator is not certain of the location of any person at the landing
then loading must stop.
Loading should be undertaken in a manner where logs are lifted over the top of stanchions
up to a height of 4.5m (i.e. loader must have that capacity) while they are fully contained
within the lifting mechanism. The owner of this equipment is responsible for maintaining the
equipment in safe operating condition and ensuring that it is only operated by an accredited
operator.
When the loader is not in operation the boom is to be lowered to the ground.
When allowing a driver to approach a sawlog to record details on the log docket then the
log must be enclosed in the grapple and the grapple must be resting on the ground.
Loader operator must follow all reasonable instructions from the driver associated with
arrangements of the logs on the truck and the crowning of the load.
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15.4.2 Driver Responsibilities
During the loading operation the driver must not leave the designated area under any
circumstances without first making contact with the loader operator, being acknowledged by
the operator and the loading operation being stopped.
The weight of a load should be monitored from the designated area, or the loader cab,
using remote scale readers. Where these are not available then the driver may only
approach the truck to read scales after approval is given by the loader operator.
A driver may only approach a load for any reason, after approval is given by the loader
operator.
Loading should not recommence until the driver has returned to the designated area.
A driver must not strap / chain down a load or part thereof whilst being loaded.
A driver is not allowed to stand on cab guard, behind or beside truck or trailer being loaded.
A driver must ensure the load is properly positioned for safe transport.
A driver must wear the following personal protective equipment whilst out of their truck:
o High visibility vest (and when working in dull or dark conditions it must comply with
D/N class AS/NZS 4602-1999).
o A hard hat and complying with AS 1801.
o Safety boots complying with AS 2210.
Driver must ensure that the weight and dimensions of the load do not exceed statutory
requirements.
The driver must comply with all customer OH&S requirements for each site that they visit.
All dockets must be completed, as per the Utilisation Procedures.
15.4.3 Night Haulage
All drivers loading at log landings or log dumps must hold an accreditation as an excavator
operator and hold either a current Timber Harvesting Operators Licence (THOL).
All loading operations and transport from the log landing / log dump must be in accordance
with the Code of Practices for Timber Production and any locality specific Codes of
Behaviour. This must include permission to cart before sunrise or after sunset where
applicable.
Log trucks must be loaded to conform to all current legislation and VicForests’ policy. The
Best Practice Guide for The Haulage of Timber in the Log Form, ensuring a stable load in
transit with a strong emphasis on public safety should be used to assist in meeting all
compliance measures.
All personnel must wear approved personal protective equipment which is specified for
night operations (i.e. highly reflective) and complies with AS/NZS 4602: 1999 High Visibility
Garments.
15.4.4 Lighting
Both the loader and truck will be adequately lit with appropriate lighting to allow loading to
take place outside daylight hours where approved.
The whole side of the truck and the top of the pins must be visible.
The designated area must be lit and visible from the loader.
The logs stack must be fully visible whilst removing logs.
The arc through which the logs are swung must be visible in advance of the log being
swung.
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15.5 Working Alone Procedure
Working alone should be avoided wherever possible. There are three options available where
working alone is approved and deemed appropriate:
(A)
Buddy System
Truck drivers that are permitted to operate at night must utilise a buddy system and must
demonstrate that the system is adequate and is documented in the safety management system.
 Truck drivers must work in pairs or where possible an excavator operator should be on site
to load trucks.
 Trucks must work in pairs, must load together and leave the site at the same time.
(B)
Approved Communication System
The driver must have a system with an appropriate company that can provide 24 hour
communications for regular reporting in. This system must be endorsed by VicForests and the
employer where applicable.
 Drivers will be required to report in on a regular basis. Failure to report in will activate a
search response.
 Drivers must always be in a location that can access the phone network.
(C)
Individual Policy
Follow policy developed for individual contractor systems provided it is approved by VicForests.

15.6 Driver Codes of Behaviour
For the majority of the community the only contact that they have with the logging industry is when
the trucks are travelling on Shire and VicRoads roads. To minimise impact on local communities
and road users, and to promote a courteous and professional image, haulage contractors must
operate under the agreed Code of Behaviour. In addition to this there may be location specific
codes, which outline additional behaviours for a certain area/township that may be included with
the Monthly Plan.
15.6.1 Use of Engine Brakes in Towns
Engine brakes will not be used in residential areas during the hours between 7.00pm and 7.00am.
Farmhouses and other single residences on remote roads will also be taken into account. Engine
brake usage will be kept to a safe but minimum amount in residential areas at all other times.
15.6.2 Dropping of Dust
When operating on dusty roads haulage contractors will do as much as practicable to drop as
much dust as possible before reaching towns. This may include stopping at the end of dusty roads
and backing up or tapping rims with a mallet. As each destination has its own issues and
opportunities to stop and drop dust these will be taken into account during the journey.
15.6.3 Load Security
When loaded, care will be taken to ensure that loose pieces of wood and bark are unable to fall
from the vehicle. Once the truck is unloaded all remaining loose debris will be removed before
leaving the dump or sawmill. The VicRoads Load Restraint Guide will be observed and loads will
be limited to half a log height above trailer stanchions.
15.6.4 Use of UHF CB Radio on Common Channel
All trucks will be fitted with a UHF radio. A nominated channel (usually Channel 1 or 40) will be
used while operating on roads away from Logging Coupes. The nominated channels will be
displayed on most Shire and DEPI/VicForests roads or by arrangement between contractors and
VicForests’ staff. Individual contractors will have their own nominated UHF channel displayed at
coupe entrances for truck operators and visitors to call before they enter a coupe to obtain
permission to proceed. The airwaves will be used in a responsible and courteous manner and
offensive language will not be used.
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15.6.5 Allowing Traffic to Pass
Haulage contractors will as much as practicable (when safe and appropriate) slow down and pull to
the side of the road to allow traffic to pass. When travelling behind another truck, the passing
opportunities for other vehicles will be taken into account by not travelling too close together.
15.6.6 Mass Limits
Haulage contractors will load trucks to keep within legal mass limits. Liaison with VicRoads and
Municipalities will be carried out to ensure that no bridge or road mass limits are exceeded. For
vehicles allowed to travel at higher mass limits, care will be taken to ensure that appropriate
permits are obtained.
15.6.7 Travelling on the Correct Side of the Road
Travel will be on the correct side of the road at all times where possible taking extra care on narrow
windy parts of the forest through roads.
15.6.8 Road Works
Haulage contractors will take extra care when travelling through roadworks and behave in a
courteous and responsible manner.
15.6.9 Travelling Trough Towns and School Crossings
When travelling through small towns extra care will be taken to keep speed and noise down
particularly in the vicinity of school crossings.
15.6.10 Times of Travel
When any increase in traffic flow occurs this will be taken into account and travel times or driving
behaviour will be adjusted to suit. Haulage contractors should also familiarise themselves with
School bus travel times on remote roads and take due care.
15.6.11 Load Height
Load height from the ground must not exceed 4.3m unless specific restrictions apply. e.g. the
maximum permissible load height, along the Omeo Highway and the Great Alpine Road is 4.0m for
all salvage wood. SEFE will monitor load height at their mill, VicRoads on the road and the logging
team leader or VicForests at the landing.
15.6.12 Driver Inexperience
Particular care should be taken by all drivers (especially inexperienced drivers) to ensure that they
drive in a manner suitable to the conditions prevailing at the time. As part of driver induction,
VicForests will provide a map for drivers outlining the routes to coupes and UHF call signs
applicable to the area. The map will also outline suggested points along the route where load
restraint systems could be checked and locations close to townships where excess dust could be
removed.
15.6.13 Fatigue Management
The Road Safety Act requires all parties in the supply chain to ensure that drivers of heavy vehicles
do not drive while impaired by fatigue and do not drive in breach of prescribed work and rest times.
All parties must ensure drivers comply with the level of fatigue management accreditation they
work under, being either:
 standard hours
 basic fatigue management accreditation
 advanced fatigue management accreditation.
To further assist, guidance can also be found in the Fatigue Management Guidelines for the
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Forestry Industry. Drivers should aim for the majority of driving to be done during daylight periods,
where possible avoiding night and early afternoon periods of low alertness, and ensure that trip
planning takes account of typical delays and road conditions.

15.7 Contractual obligations - Customers
Customers have contracts with VicForests and have some obligations which impact on contractors
such as
 Having suitable and safe unloading facilities available to facilitate delivery of logs to the mill
site
 Hours of operation for unloading
 Safety procedures when unloading
 Timely unloading

15.8 VicForests Responsibilities
VicForests must ensure that all drivers have the following:
 Route maps and directions to coupes and destinations that identify all necessary
information and hazards.
 Contact details of LTL at each coupe from which they will cart.
 Contact details of the destination.
 Any other hazards that VicForests may be aware of.
 Routes that may not be possible to drive in prescribed driving/rest times.
 Specific requirements of destinations, such as inductions etc.

16. Information for Roading Contractors
The major road network is managed jointly by DEPI and VicForests under the 2008 Road
Management Agreement. VicForests’ staff work with DEPI to develop an annual road construction
and upgrading program based on the Timber Release Plan. VicForests is responsible for access to
coupes from the major network while harvest contractors are responsible for in-coupe roading as
part of harvesting a coupe..

16.1 Coupe Diary
The Coupe Diary is part of the road plan and is used to record significant events, road plan
amendments and decisions made during the roading operation. When an entry is made by either
party it is essential that it is signed by the person making the entry and co-signed by the other party
as an acknowledgment of their understanding of the detail of the entry. All communications
between VicForests and the roading contractor should be confirmed in written form in the Coupe
Diary. All entries in the diary by any party must be countersigned by the other party. The aim is to
establish an effective trail of decision making.
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17. Information for Silviculture Contractors
VicForests is responsible for the regeneration of harvested coupes to a satisfactory stocking level
before handing back the coupe to DEPI. VicForests engages contractors to collect and extract
seed, to mechanically prepare seed beds, to aerially sow seed and to undertake regeneration
surveys. All contractors are required to complete the relevant works contracts with VicForests and
carry out works within the framework of VicForests’ Sustainable Forest Management System. All
contractors must provide the appropriate Health and Safety documentation and must sign and
follow the works contracts and plans provided by VicForests prior to work beginning. Operations
will regularly be monitored by VicForests staff to ensure compliance with procedures and any
issues of non-compliance will be discussed with the contractor.

17.1 Seed Collection General Information
17.1.1 Climbing
All seed climbing contractors must have the relevant climbing accreditations and follow all steps
outlined in the contract and seed collection plan. All Occupational Health and Safety and
Environmental requirements must be met, including appropriate traffic control where necessary.
Contractors may only collect seed from within the area designated in the seed collection plan, and
must consult the Forester Silviculture regarding any issues or amendments to this plan.
17.1.2 Ground
Seed Collection contractors involved in on-ground picking operations must follow all steps outlined
in the seed collection plan. Ground picking may take place on operational coupes, in which case
the seed collection contractors must be signed into the coupe and follow the appropriate safety
management system for the coupe they are working on and follow any reasonable instructions
given by the Logging Team Leader (LTL) of that operation. Any concerns regarding the operation
should be raised first with the LTL or subsequently the Forester Silviculture or Forester Harvesting
if the issue can not be resolved.
17.1.3 Reporting Requirements
During the period of seed collection, the contractor must report regularly to the nominated
VicForests representative for the District location where seed collection is being undertaken.
17.1.4 Time of Work
The collection of capsule material may proceed during daylight hours on any day during the term.











17.1.5 Collection of Seed Capsule Material
The Contractor will supply and deliver to VicForests the specified quantity of seed capsule
material in accordance with these specifications.
The Contractor shall not exceed the quantity or quantities specified. Payment for quantities
of seed exceeding the agreed upper limit may not be made, unless additional arrangements
have been entered into.
Subject to any directions to the contrary the Contractor shall harvest all properly
harvestable capsule material of the species in a designated collection area.
VicForests may at any time alter or vary the species, or quantity of capsule material, to be
harvested from any seed collection area specified in this agreement.
The capsule material is by law the property of VicForests and may not be sold or otherwise
disposed of by the Contractor otherwise than pursuant to their agreement.
VicForests gives no warranty as to the quantity or condition of seed in any collection area.
Capsule material must be trimmed with the use of secateurs. The use of guillotines or
machetes is not permitted
Collectors must not engage in climbing operations alone. Climbers must be in pairs and a
ground crew present according to the required Job Safety Analysis (JSA).
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17.1.6 Bagging
 The collected seed capsule material shall be bagged in standard wool bales provided by the
Contractor, properly secured and tagged in accordance with these specifications. Bag
weights will not exceed the weight limit specified in the Contract.
 The Contractor shall obtain all tags required from VicForests and shall complete all the
details required on the tag and fix it securely to each bale of capsule material harvested
from designated collection areas.
 Bagged seed material should be kept dry and removed from the forest promptly to avoid
deterioration of seed quality.
17.1.7 Delivery
 Deliveries of bales are to be made to nominated extraction facility locations at agreed times
during normal working hours (0800 to 1630) unless alternative arrangements are made, and
must not exceed the weight limit specified in the Contract.
 Contractors may be required to measure and record weight of bales upon unloading at the
delivery point.












17.1.8 Delivered Capsule Material Characteristics
Capsule material of different species and of different locations must remain separated.
Every bale of delivered material shall contain only seed capsule material of the species
required and comply in every respect with the particulars set out on the tag affixed to that
bale. VicForests shall be entitled to reject any bale of capsule material which does not
comply with the particulars set out on its tag or with the terms of these specifications.
The Contractor must supply mature, unopened capsule material with the following features:
− borne on relatively hard and woody living branches.
− bearing capsules showing maturity characteristics, i.e. shades of red or brown or
green/brown on at least 40% of the entire capsule surface, and having a red or brown
rim present on capsules with valve slits clearly visible.
− contain fertile seed particles that are brown or darker in colour, white centred, with
associated orange or brown chaff.
Except where notified by VicForests, each seed capsule shall be harvested, attached to,
and remain attached to the twig upon which it formed.
Trimmed capsule material must be prepared to the satisfaction of the Forester, consisting of
capsule-bearing twig material (approximately 15-20cm in length) with leaves removed to
maximise seed yield.
Bales of delivered capsule material must be free of excessive dust, mud or other foreign
material.
The contractor must ensure that bales of capsule material are not exposed to excessive
levels of moisture to avoid deterioration or fungal infection.

17.1.9 Rejection
 VicForests may reject any bale of collected capsule material that fails to comply with any of
the specifications or requirements of the contract.
 If the capsule material in rejected bales is considered to be recoverable by VicForests, the
Contractor may be required to re-prepare the bale to meet these specifications.
 In instances where seed in the rejected bale is considered by VicForests to be unusable,
severely damaged or destroyed, the collected material will be disposed of by VicForests.
17.1.10 Extraction
 Delivery docket receipts will be issued to the Contractor, specifying number and weight of
bales/bags received and accepted prior to extraction of seed from the capsule material, and
at the time capsules are delivered
 VicForests will, at no cost to the contractor, extract and clean the seed from the accepted
capsule material.
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17.1.11 Payments
Payments will be made for cleaned seed derived from the capsule material as specified in
15.1.10.
Progress payments could be made for extracted and cleaned seed for species, according to
the contract Schedule of Rates.
In the event that extraction process is delayed due to large quantities of capsule material
being delivered to an extraction facility, then VicForests may elect to pay the contractor
80% of the estimated yield of seed from the delivered capsule material. A final adjustment
will be made to the contractors account after the seed has been extracted from the capsule
material.
Determination of species capsule crop densities are based on assessment using Seed
Capsule Density cards, where available. Estimates are made for either collected capsule
material, or seed crops on tree branches, based on an average number of capsules per
15cm twig length.
VicForests may vary, by mutual agreement, the contract price of seed to account for
consistency and dispersal of collectable capsule crops.

17.1.12 Other Requirements
 VicForests may, at its discretion, award contracts to more than one Contractor for the
purpose of seed collection in the same collection area.
 During the fire danger period the Contractor must carry and maintain the following fire
fighting equipment at every seed collection site:
− One 1kg dry chemical fire extinguisher
− One knapsack (at least 15 litres capacity)
− One rakehoe
17.1.13 Implementation of Minor Works Contract
 Contracts will commence from the date of signing.
 Subject to all terms and conditions being met, VicForests reserves the right, by mutual
agreement, to extend contracts by a further 12 months.
 VicForests reserves the right to end contracts if the specifications are not met.

17.2 Mechanical Disturbance
Contractors engaged to undertake mechanical disturbance of coupes will be required to sign a
minor works contract and a Site Preparation Plan prior to starting any works. The plan and
contract will outline all requirements for the operation, timing, payment, area (ha) and the
contractor should understand these before signing. Any further issues or questions should be
directed to the Senior Forester Regeneration.

17.3 Aerial Sowing
Aerial sowing contractors must sign all relevant contracts relating to the annual sowing program.
All requirements of the contract must be met and any issues that arise should be directed to the
Senior Forester Regeneration.

17.4 Regeneration Surveys
Contractors carrying out regeneration surveys must have an executed Field Services Agreement
with VicForests and follow all instructions given to them regarding the methods in which to carry out
the assessments. Any issues that may arise should be directed to the Senior Forester
Regeneration.
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18. Contractor Performance Monitoring
18.1 Monitoring Records
VicForests will regularly monitor all facets of its field operations to ensure compliance with the
Utilisation Procedures and coupe / road plan. All coupe monitoring will be recorded on one of the
following standard forms:
 VicForests Form - Coupe Monitoring Record (Harvesting)
 VicForests Form - Coupe Monitoring Record (Thinning)
 VicForests Form - Log Storage Facility Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form - Minor Road Works Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form - Planting Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form - Post thinning Assessment Form
 VicForests Form - Seed Collection: Climbing Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form - Seed Collection: Ground Picking Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form - Site Preparation Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form - Aerial Seeding Monitoring Record
 VicForests Form – Site Preparation Monitoring Record
In most circumstances VicForests will provide copies of the monthly Coupe Monitoring Record to
contractors within 10 days of the end of each month.

19. Contractor References
The following is a list of reference documents that contractors should have copies of:
 Code of Practices for Timber Production 2007
 Utilisation Procedures Version 6.0
 Safety in Forestry Operations, Harvesting and Haulage (Industry Standard)
 Issue Resolution Procedure for OH&S
 Best Practice Guide for the Haulage of Timber in Log Form
 Native Forests Silvicultural Guidelines
Most of these documents can be downloaded from VicForests’ website. If not available on the
website, please request a copy from your VicForests manager.

20. Glossary
AFS
CAIR
DEPI
FDI
FMA
FSC
LTL
PPE
SFMS
THOL
TRP
UP

Australian Forestry Standard
Corrective Action Incident Report
Dept. of Environment and Primary Industries
Fire Danger Index
Forest Management Area
Forest Stewardship Council
Logging Team Leader
Personal Protective Equipment
Sustainable Forest Management System
Timber Harvesting Operator's licence
Timber Release Plan
Utilisation Procedures
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Attachment 1: VicForests’’ SFMS Policy
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Attachment 2: VicForests’ OH&S Policy
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Attachment 3: Issue Resolution Process
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Attachment 4: Code of Behaviour
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Contractor Acknowledgment Sheet
I acknowledge that the contents of the Contractor Induction Guide have been explained to me by:
………………………………………………………………
(VicForests Representative)
I acknowledge that I understand the information as presented.
I acknowledge that whilst the contents of the guide were correct at the time of explanation to me,
the contents are subject to change.
I understand that the information provided does not over ride nor take precedence over the need to
comply with all Acts, Regulations, Codes, and Prescriptions etc.
I acknowledge receipt of a copy of the guide
Name of Contractor……………………………………………………………………..…
Name of Contractor’s employee…………………………………………………………
Signature……………………………………Date………………………….……….……

Name of VicForests Representative…………………………………………………….
Signature…………………………………….Date…………………………….………….
(To be detached and forwarded to the Manager, Operations or Manager, Product Delivery for
addition to contractor file)
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